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Lisa Robbin Young
Creator: DirectSalesClassroom.com 
Direct Sales Speaker, Coach & Trainer

Founder, The Renaissance Mom, LLC.

Lisa Robbin Young began her direct sales career more than 15 years ago and 
failed her way to the top. Early attempts at using the Internet to grow her 
business met with incredible resistance, and yielded hundreds of dollars in sales 
each month. That was before web browsers and blogging.

Fast forward to 2010, and you'll find Lisa coaching and training her own direct 
sales team, as well as leading other direct sellers around the world as they grow 
their business like a real business. Lisa has worked with Network Marketing and 
Party Plan consultants from companies as diverse as Lia Sophia, Bodega 
Chocolates, Tupperware, The Body Shop at Home, Gold Canyon Candles, Partylite, 
Longaberger, Xango, Tahitian Noni, Avon, Waiora, Unicity, Ardyss, and more.

With a knack for pin-pointing trouble and brainstorming solutions that today's 
direct sales consultants need to thrive, Lisa has built an online classroom for 
every level of direct sales success. Direct Sales Classroom hosts thousands of 
consultants each month from around the world, providing how-to strategies that 
work in today's tough, competitive market.

In addition to founding #dstips on Twitter, Lisa also publishes the popular and 
highly recommended PartyOn! A weekly ezine for direct sales professionals. Get 
your free business building tips at http://www.HomePartySolution.com.

http://search.twitter.com/search?q=dstips
http://www.HomePartySolution.com/
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Direct Sales 104: Secret Sales Strategies
Lesson 9 –  Video Marketing Basics

Video is a powerful online media for attracting eyeballs, converting those eyeballs into leads, and 
converting those leads into clients. It can also be a powerful tool to help you maintain relationships 
with existing clients. In this lesson, we're going to look at how to make video work for you – even if 
you're camera shy. Be advised, video can be time intensive, and while it's a powerful marketing tool, 
done poorly it can actually do more harm than good to your reputation.

Online or Off?
The great thing about video now is that you have your choice. One glance at a site like YouTube.com or 
Ustream.com and you'll see countless webisodes for thousands of online programs – and many offline 
programs, too. Many television shows and movies are now available to download or watch streaming 
from your computer, tablet or smart phone. In fact, one of my early videos on YouTube is actually a 
pilot for an offline television show that aired on the public access channel of my local cable station. If 
you shoot in DVD-quality or High-Definition, your videos will be useable in both arenas.

For our purposes, though, we're going to focus on online marketing with video, since it's easier to get 
seen, easier to distribute, and easier to reach more people faster. Just remember that most of what I'm 
sharing in this lesson also applies to offline video.

Format
If you are camera shy, don't despair, there are plenty of ways to get around putting your own face on 
camera. Here are a few popular formats for online video from easiest to most challenging:

• Talking Head – You'll see me do this quite a bit. It's just me, usually somewhat centered in the 
frame, talking to the camera. This is an easy-to-use, low-budget way to shoot video. Most of the 
time, your laptop or smart phone has a built in web cam and microphone, or you can pick one 
up for less than $100. You can get fancy and buy a video camera, but that can get expensive, 
and you may need a tripod for positioning the camera. Before you invest in your own gear, ask 
your friends what they are using and what they like/hate about their gear.

The beauty of this kind of video is that it can be very personal. You can talk right to your 
prospective clients, and it feels like you're talking to them in their mind. It's more 
conversational, and you'll see a lot of people using this format. It's also quick and easy. You 
don't need any fancy backdrops, no special lighting or props. It's just you and the camera, so it's 
fast to set up and shoot these kinds of videos.

• Slideshow – This can be done in a couple of different ways: either with you providing a vocal 
track, or with music under the images. This is similar in style to a webinar. Basically, your face 
isn't seen, but images are displayed while an audio track plays along with the images. That 
audio track can be you talking, or it can be music that underscores what's going on in the 
pictures. See the classroom for examples of both. In fact, the first video I ever created was this 
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kind of video. I took a picture of myself, used photoshop to “cut” it into pieces, then re-
assembled the image over the course of the video. The audio track included my own music, as 
well as my voice talking about my journey. It was an entry for a contest and I won honorable 
mention. Not bad for a first attempt.

And yet, when you look at the video, you'll see that it's nothing spectacular. Even now, when it 
comes to video, the quality of the final product isn't as important as the quality of the content in 
the final product.

This kind of video is very useful for showing graphs, pictures, and other “still life” information. 
If you don't need live action to illustrate the contents of the video, and you're a little camera shy, 
this could be a great solution. It takes a bit longer to set these up, because you have to string all 
the pictures together in movie-making software, but most computers come with some kind of 
movie making software now. You can also purchase software like Camtasia, which is also great 
for the next kind of video.

• Screen Capture – This kind of video is fabulous for showing the viewer something that's 
happening on your computer. It essentially records an image of your computer screen as you're 
talking about it. It looks cleaner than holding a video camera up to your computer screen, plus 
you have the ability to zoom in, add transitions, and still keep the real-time effect of the footage. 
If you're shooting tutorials for your team, screen captures can come in handy.

• Split Screen – These are tricky, and require special software. Essentially we see you, the 
talking head, along side of one of the other types of video – another talking head (interview), a 
slide show, or a screen capture. Don't attempt these right out of the gate. Get familiar with 
taking and editing video before you jump into this kind of advanced video.

There are other kinds of video as well, including greenscreen, but that's beyond a basic overview of 
video marketing. Before you shoot your video, you need to decide on the format.

Content
The next thing you need to figure out is the content of your video. What will you talk about? Will it be 
a one-off video, or will it be part of a series? One of the more popular kinds of content videos is the 
“Q&A” video. Marie Forleo (MarieTV.com) has a tremendous following for her “Q&A Tuesday” 
videos that feature a question from one of her thousands of subscribers. People tune in each week to not 
only hear Marie's “A” to a “Q” but also to get a chuckle and see what crazy stuff Marie will do in this 
week's video.

Timing
Perhaps you're looking for a more educational format, without a specific theme like Q&A. Perhaps you 
want to share beauty secrets or interior design tips. That way, you can focus on your expertise, rather 
than fumbling around, waiting for subscribers and clients to send you questions. It's a good idea to flesh 
out 3-5 ideas for videos before you start filming. Why? Because once you post the first video, you'll 
want to be ready to go with the next one to keep interest high. It's easy to let “life happen” and stop 
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posting videos. One great tip from Jimmy Vee and Travis Miller of Gravitational Marketing is to block 
off one or two days a month to shoot all your upcoming videos for the next month or two. Keep them 
around 2-5 minutes in length until the size of your following increases, then you can make them a little 
longer without much worry about losing followers. Then set them up to broadcast at specific intervals 
(monthly, weekly, daily), so that people come to expect them.

Start small. Don't try to do daily videos right out of the gate. Remember, this is a way to augment your 
business, it's not your whole business. A weekly or bi-weekly video segment on your blog is a great 
way to keep things fresh and updated, while still drawing in a wide audience.

Filming
Make sure you have plenty of light. You can film outside, or use a trick I learned: Make a light reflector 
with a large piece of cardboard covered with crinkled aluminum foil. Aim it so that the light bounces 
off the reflector and on to your face. Positioning the camera slightly above eye-level forces me to look 
up a bit, which smooths out my neckline, and keeps me looking slimmer on camera. I'm not too vain, 
but anything I can do to improve things, certainly helps.

Have everything you need ready for the shoot. If you're doing a demo, make sure that your props and 
cables are available and situated where you need them so you don't have to turn off the camera or run to 
another room. If you're using another person in the video, make sure they are ready, also.

Plan four to five times as much time as your final video length will be. If you're planning on shooting a 
series of five-minute videos, and your total video time is 30 minutes, plan to spend at least 2-3 hours 
shooting your videos. That way, if you get done early, you'll have some bonus time. When in doubt, 
OVERestimate your shooting schedule. You just don't know what might happen.

Editing
Since you're most likely doing talking heads videos or demonstrations, there's not likely to be much in 
the way of editing – although you may want to add some music, or clip the end shot of you running 
back to turn off the camera. Most of that can be handle easily enough in your on board editing software 
on your computer. Tools like Camtasia give you the ability to zoom in and pan the image, as well as 
title clips, call-outs and other ways to “fancy up” your video. Again, keep it simple when you're getting 
started. If you get overwhelmed, you'll quit before you get traction.

Posting
If you're shooting multiple videos at one time, I encourage you to post them all at once to YouTube, and 
make them “unlisted”. That way you can post them in your blog and schedule them to go out at a later 
date without letting everybody know you've uploaded twenty videos all at once. You can choose on the 
date of release to turn off the “unlisted” feature, so that the video becomes public and searchable on 
YouTube, or you can keep it private so that only the folks that visit your blog can see it. There are pros 
and cons to both.

If you choose to keep the video unlisted, only people that have the link can view it. You then have to 
rely on people sharing the link to your blog. This is good because it funnels people to the blog, where 
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your opt-in form is. It's a challenge, because you're not going to be able to take advantage of the traffic 
from YouTube.

Let's be clear, you won't get a ton of click-throughs from people who view your video on YouTube, but 
every click you get is probably a viewer that didn't know you existed before. Those clicks come in as a 
trickle at first, but now, you can see that Marie Forleo has thousands of people watching her videos – 
both on her blog and on YouTube. Check out her YouTubeChannel and see how she lays out her video 
descriptions, and drives people back to her site.

This bears repeating, you won't get lots of inbound traffic from youTube. What you will get are new 
eyeballs. Marie does a great job of taking those new eyeballs away from Youtube and to her blog. 
That's what you'll need to do as well.

It's also why I encourage you to NOT drive traffic to YouTube in the first place. YouTube is designed 
like a labyrinth – to keep people “lost” in the site for hours. One click... and you've lost your prospects. 
But if you can drive them to a YouTube video you've embedded on your site, you've got a much greater 
chance of having them stick around, sign up for your content, and become a part of your conversation. 

Remember: conversations become conversions. Conversions become customers for life if you keep the 
conversation going.

Video is a great way to make that happen. But  you might be asking yourself if this really works for 
direct sellers? Let me introduce you to Aunt Barbara.
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This Aquanet-styling Long Island Tupperware rep is actually Robert Suchan – a male rep from New 
York who created this endearing character to help drum up more business in his hometown area. The 
character became so popular that in the first year, Robert sold over $1,000,000 in Tupperware to people 
all over the country. And YourAuntBarbara.com is now a digital business card for his thriving 
entrepreneurial endeavor.

Would you like to have that kind of result in your business? Careful what you wish for.

Robert is booked weeks in advance, and his home parties are very flamboyant and showy. He's been 
featured in Newsweek, on national news programs and more. You have to be ready for that kind of 
exposure if you're going to create a character as unique as Aunt Barbara.

More than likely, you'd just like to have a steady stream of new prospects visiting your website, 
connecting with you on social media, and keeping your business steady. You don't need a flashy Aunt 
Barbara persona to make that happen. You just need to be yourself.

Warning: Most companies don't prohibit this kind of marketing, but you may need to keep your videos 
unlisted, or place them on a private page on your blog for just your subscribers. Be sure to check your 
consultant manuals regarding public links to your consultant website. Aunt Barbara can do that, but not 
everyone can. In my opinion, it's always better to drive them back to your website or your facebook 
page if you haven't built a website yet.

Promoting
And on that note, let's talk about promoting your videos. Once you've uploaded them to YouTube, there 
are a number of ways to get the word out. At the very least, you should send an email to your list with a 
link to the page where you've posted the video. A better idea is to send that email and ask them to share 
it with their friends and colleagues that might benefit from it. Here's some great advice from John 
Jantsch, author of DuctTape Marketing:

After I hit publish I:

• Tweet the headline and link with some context to draw the most interest 
using StumbleUpon link shortener su.pr – this syndicates the content to 
StumbleUpon and Twitter and starts the traffic exposure in both places.

• Publish the post to my Facebook Page
• Publish the post to my Google+ Stream – public, circles and extended circles
• Publish the post to my LinkedIn profile – also share with several large groups
• Bookmark the post in appropriate tags to Delicious
• If a post has drawn a large number of retweets I may post to Twitter a 

second time during the day – I generally make this decision and schedule the 
Tweet for a specific time using TweetDeck’s scheduling function

A couple things worth noting:

http://delicious.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/ducttapemarketing
https://plus.google.com/103952215474318614668/posts
http://facebook.com/ducttapemarketing
http://su.pr/
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• I don’t use a service or tool to cross post this to all avenues as I think they 
all have their own personality and following and I take a minute to point out 
something different about the post in each network.

• I participate in many other ways, unrelated to my own content promotion in 
each of these networks

• I check back several times a day, depending on my schedule to participate in 
any conversations happening around the content, including comments on the 
original blog post

• I have +1, LinkedIn, and Facebook buttons above every blog post
• I have links to share the content with popular bookmarking sites on the blog 

posts (sociable plugin) and in the RSS feed (Feedburner feed flare option)
• I often highlight a particularly well read blog post or two from the week in 

my weekly email newsletter

Source: 

www.ducttapemarketing.com/blog/2011/08/16/my-content-amplification-system/

This is just one example of how to syndicate your content and get the word out. You could also have 
transcripts made of the video and offer them in PDF format – like the transcript that comes with this 
lesson. John doesn't just share content, he interacts. Communication leads to conversion.

That's the quick and dirty of building a video presence online. From here, it's just rinse and repeat. Try 
different topics and see what resonates with your community. Create videos for training your team, or 
helping new clients understand their products better. The goal is to get people talking and sharing your 
quality content, just like I shared John's content about marketing his content.

Whoa. That's a lot of content!

Now that you've got all these ways to fill your marketing pipeline, in our next lesson, we'll take a closer 
look at the Sales Cycle, and why it's critical that you never stop marketing your business.


